AGENDA

Recreational Marijuana Rules Technical Committee Wholesale

Monday, June 29, 2015
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Meeting 2

Types of Wholesale review/discussion

Wholesale Business: Supply Chains
- Requirements to hold a Wholesale License
- Types of Wholesale:
  - Broker
  - CO-OP
  - Auction (Temp License?)
  - Consignment
  - Drop Ship (Commission based wholesale-retail relationship)
  - Warehouse
- Relationship to other licenses: Financial Assistance
- Purchasing & Selling: Time, place, manner
- Inventory: Allowable weights, and types of product
- Repacking & Labeling
- Samples and Demonstrations

Transportation/storage
- Standards: Amount of product(s), types and allowable practices of transport
- 3rd party transport
- Chain of custody and reporting
- Shelf Life
- Product Recall
- Testing
- Exclusive/Non-Exclusive Warehouse

Homework: Procurement, Tracking and Reporting

Adjourn